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SYSTEM / APPLICATION ZEISS COMET 5 

FIELD    Automotive Manufacturing 

CUSTOMER   Ford Motor Company, Livonia, MI, United States 

TASK 

Ford Motor Company’s Non-Destructive Evaluation Laboratory (NDE), located in Livonia, Michigan, is a leader in quality test 

inspection and failure analysis of automotive components. Ford continues to maintain top quality inspection by utilizing 3D optical 

scanning. Historically, programs depended heavily on CMMs which only measure discrete surface points pre-defined by an 

operator. Prototype V8 crankshafts experienced extreme out of balance conditions during launch even though CMM results 

showed all crankshafts to be within specification tolerances. Discrete CMM points cannot fully describe a part or visually display 

trends and dimensional variations. As a result, the program failed to meet timing and experienced high scrap rates. 

NDE evaluated various optical scanners in their quest to find additional inspection tools for crankshafts. Optical scanners were 

compared side-by-side and after conducting several Six Sigma experiments, NDE indicated that the ZEISS scanner met all 

accuracy requirements at one-third the cost of their competition. The optical structured light scanner works as a camera capturing 

Ford exceeds top-quality inspection requirements 
Ford reduces weight and machine tool consumption of protoype V8 crankshafts with optical 3D scanning 
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images of the part in an organized data set. As the part automatically rotates using a rotary table, it displays the CAD model in 

comparison to the measured point cloud. 

SOLUTION AND PRODUCT 

Ford’s goal was to purchase an optical scanner that was not only easy to use, but, improved scan time and dimensional accuracy 

as compared to their high energy Computed Tomography (CT) system. “3D scanning has become the key tool in optimization 

of rough-part crankshafts for the machining process on 6.2L, 6.7L and 2.5L crankshafts,” says Beverly. In addition to the 

traditional CMM inspection, Ford also utilizes CT scanning for internal inspection. Beverly states that “today’s optical scanners 

exceed CT’s ability to provide precise external dimensional analysis and are much faster. For dimensional analysis on 

crankshafts, external features are all that’s required to scan; and ZEISS technology enables us to meet all our requirements in 

a fraction of the time.”  

 

System setup on site            Scanning a component 

RESULT / BENEFITS FOR THE CUSTOMER 

Ford reduces scrap and increases throughput by using ZEISS 3D optical structured light scanning to inspect prototype V8 

crankshafts after experiencing high out-ofbalance conditions using only Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMMs).  

“3D scanning has become the key tool in optimization of roughpart crankshafts for the machining process on 6.2L, 6.7L and 

2.5L crankshafts,” says Beverly. 

While many Ford facilities use only traditional methods for part inspection, NDE has realized the immediate benefits of 

incorporating ZEISS optical structured light scanner for their reliable part inspection needs. Beverly states, “Over 500 crankshafts 
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are scanned each year. We see an average cost savings of over $50,000 per program by using results obtained from the optical 

scanner to significantly reduce rough part weight and machine tool consumption.” 

ZEISS optical scanner has allowed Ford to very easily identify root cause of crankshaft imbalance and quickly implement 

corrective actions prior to production and ultimately accelerating the launch of the Ford V8 crankshafts. Beverly concludes, 

“Optical 3D scanning has given us the ability to shift the entire part within profile tolerance, optimizing the balance much faster 

and more robust than relying solely on discrete points provided by the CMM. 3D scanning is now a critical part of the Ford pre-

production approval process for all programs and is used on a regular basis for root cause analysis and optimization initiatives.” 

ADVANTAGES / STATEMENT 

 “CMM results showed all crankshafts to be within specification tolerances. 

Because CMMs only capture discrete pre-defined points, they failed to illustrate a 

significant imbalance scrap issue that the optical 3D scanner clearly identified.” 
 

 “Optical 3D scanning has given us the ability to shift the entire part within profile 

tolerance, optimizing the balance much faster and more robust than relying 

solely on discrete points provided by the CMM. 3D scanning is now a critical part 

of the Ford pre-production approval process for all programs and is used on a 

regular basis for root cause analysis and optimization initiatives.” 

Beverly Minicilli, Manufacturing Engineer, Ford Motor Company 
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